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"I started using a patented omega-3 / vitamin E speech supplement three weeks ago for my 5 yr old
son, adopted by me at 2 yrs of age, who had always talked in a mumbled, muffled voice. He’d been
in speech therapy for over 3 yrs. On his seventh day, taking 2 capsules a day, Robbie began
talking more clearly and in full sentences. On his 8th day I began giving him 3 capsules a day. On
his 14th day I met with his school teacher as well as his speech teacher. Both wanted to know what
we had done to improve Robbie’s speech so quickly and so dramatically. I explained to them about
the supplement and gave them some literature to review.

Also, Robbie’s speech teacher from his preschool days is now working with Rebecca, Robbie’s
sister. When she was here last week she kept saying over and over how she couldn’t believe the
change in Robbie’s speaking ability. With Rebecca, she is now on three capsules a day. Although
she is nonverbal I have noticed an increase in her swallowing ability. This we hope will inevitably
lead to her trach being removed. A blessing in itself. Her complexion and appearance look so good.
We are also noticing an improvement in her muscle tone and spasticity. In fact, Rebecca’s
chiropractor commented that she was showing great improvement in her whole body since she has
started the patented omega-3 / vitamin E supplement. He was impressed.

A friend of mine, whom I gave some of the supplements to 5 days ago, now has had her 5 yr old
grandson on 2 capsules a day. This morning she reported that Brahan was moving his mouth
muscles attempting to speak and that his spasticity had greatly improved. She was thrilled. She will
move him up to 3 capsules once a day starting Sunday.

We have seen remarkable results in a very short period of time. This is truly a blessing. In fact,
Rebecca’s Neurologist at Vanderbilt Children’s Hospital inquired about the patented omega-3 /
vitamin E formulation and we gave him a brochure. This supplement has, in a short period of time,
greatly exceeded our expectations. Thank you so much. I will keep you informed.

UPDATE: Great news and please use this on an update on Robbie and Rebecca. Robbie was given
his BRIGANCE K&1 Screening to measure his intelligence. It is given to all kids in K and 1st grade.
He scored a 67 out of 100. The average score for a child in K is in the 50’s. The best part is he
was not referred for speech therapy and in Syntax and Fluency portion of the test he scored a 5 out
of 5 which is 1. Speech is understandable 2. Speaks in complete sentences of at least five words.
The teacher was so thrilled.  On to Rebecca, she for the first time since the accident over a year
ago, has had a small amount of food in her mouth. Over a couple of hours yesterday she managed
to eat 1/3 cup of yogurt. At first she spit it out but than she stuck her tongue out for more. The best
part is she did not aspirate. This is from a child who is supposed to be in a constant vegetative
state.
—Kathy L, TN

 

"My son’s private speech therapist says that he has made 3-4x the progress than he normally does
in the same time period! We are seeing (and hearing) more imitation and initiation of speech, plus
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he is putting together 3-4 syllables on his own. Before the supplement, he struggled to say 1-2
syllable words." 
—Jeanne, IL

 

"The omega-3 / vitamin E nutrients are helping my son and I am very grateful. He was born at
27weeks gestation and weighed only 1.4 pounds. He is now 4 with significant speech delays and
sensory issues. Since I have been giving him the supplements, he is talking much more and able to
process his thoughts enough to talk in more complex sentences and thoughts. I stopped giving it to
him for a week and noticed that his communication diminished. I’m sure the research is ongoing, but
I just want to say thank you for making this available to us now, because it is helping. " 
—Samantha, OK

"Just wanted to drop you a quick note with an update - Cole has made INCREDIBLE progress. We
have been blown away! The patented omega-3 / vitamin E speech supplement is miraculous!! He
has gotten the best reports ever from school. It is impossible to not see the difference in him. This
is very exciting!” “I cannot come close to adequately explaining the enormous progress Cole has
made since starting these supplements. The best way to explain it is that he is now like any other 3
year old, only with a significant speech delay and some low tone. The reports from school and
therapy have been incredible. The changes are not subtle at all. We took Cole to a big Chanukah
party at our county club where in previous years he would just shut down, this year he participated,
sat nicely, and was talking! His grandmother joked "I want whatever he is on!" So things are great!
Thank you for all you have done!!!"
- Melissa Goldberg, NJ

 

"Zach is talking and pointing more. I’ll step out on a limb here and say I noticed it right away, within
48 hours. He’s pointing more, naming many more objects spontaneously, even gave the dog a
command. He has also played a bit more with his older sister, showed some empathy for her when
she cried, and has been a bit more flexible on a couple of occasions so far. Today his OT reported
that he cut with scissors independently and sat with a couple of kids for 10 minutes and watched
them play."
- Cheryl Doolittle, CA
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in 8 of 11 boys screened.

Conclusion — We characterize a novel apraxia phenotype that responds to polyunsaturated fatty
acids and vitamin E. The association of carnitine deficiency, gluten sensitivity/food allergy, and fat
malabsorption with the apraxia phenotype suggests that a comprehensive metabolic workup is
warranted. Appropriate screening may identify a subgroup of children with a previously
unrecognized syndrome of allergy, apraxia, and malabsorption who are responsive to nutritional
interventions in addition to traditional speech and occupational therapy. Controlled trials in apraxia
and autism spectrum disorders are warranted. (Altern Ther Health Med. 2009;15(4):34-43.)

This article appears courtesy ofAlternative Therapies in Health and Medicine, © 2009

Read the full article here.
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